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Abstract

Dielectric tensor and equipotential curves (ray trajecto-

ries) of an electrostatic wave near the lower hybrid resonance

are investigated for the toroidal plasma with a shear magnetic

field. The ray trajectories start from the,vicinity of the

plasma surface, and rotate in a spiral form around the magnetic

axis, and then reach the lower or upper parts of lower hybrid

resonance layer. The numerical computations are performed on

the parameters of JIPP T-II device with two dimensional

inhomogeneity.
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II. Introduction

Heating beyond the temperature initially achieved by an

ohmic heating in low beta tokamak devices is a very important

problem. Rersntly, the lower hybrid (LH) resonant heating

has been considered as a leading method. The merit of the

method originates in (i) the handling technique of the high

power of the order of megawatts in the range of a few GHz,

(ii) the launching method bought in large tokamak through

waveguides, (iii) the possibility of heating electrons and

ions to a deep region of the plasma.

There have been considerable interest, both theoretically

2—4)and experimentally in the accessibility criterion and the

mode conversion ' to the plasma wave near the resonant layer

8}
and impurity problem in conection with the shift of the

location of LH layer. If an electric field reaches the thresh-

old for the parametric instability, the energy of the pump

wave would be thermalized in the plasma. However, the

efficiency of LH resonant heating and effects on transport

phenomena are not made clear up to date. The dispersion

relation of a wave at a frequency near the LH resonance in a

hot plasma, which couples with ion cyclotron harmonic wave

propagating obliquely to the magnetic field is complicated.

But in a cold plasma theory, singularities and ray trajectories

of the field of an electromagnetic wave in plasma with two=

dimensional inhomogeneity in torus geometry are the interesting

subjects. Recently, Javel et al. studied experimentally

the resonance cone-propagation properties and its wave

structure in toroidal geometry (Wendelstein WIta ).
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In this paper, the singularities and ray trajectories of

the electromagnetic wave near LH frequency in JIPP T-II

9)device are studied taking intc two dimensional inhomogeneity.

§2. Dielectric tensor

The singularities of the field of an electromagnetic wave

in a cold plasma with two dimensional inhomogeneity have been

studied by Piliya et al.. ' They showed that in the

cartesian coordinates the characteristic was solved by a

partial differential equation and the singularities were

classified into the node and the saddle types.

A toroidally magnetized nonuniform plasma is assumed to

be cold, while the plasma current I to be proportional to the

electric conductivity which depends on the temperature. In

order to analyze the electrostatic wave, which means the free=

space wavelength is much larger than the wavelength in plasma,

it is necessary to calculate-the dielectric tensor in

the presence of both toroidal, B,, and poloidal magnetic

field, B . The components of this tensor are calculated in

cylindrical and cartesian coordinates. The latter is de-

scribed in Appendix.

The equation of motion of a particle having mass m and

charge e is given by

8Vsl es
T T + (Y sf ?>Ysl - sr- d s L + Y s lx§ t + v s lx i p ) (])

s

The subscript 1 refers to the disturbances. B represents

the poloidal field resulted from the plasma current I . When
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the nonlinear term ( v
sv^

Vsl *-s neglected and time dependence

is assumed to be e .., the equation is written as

= Ces/ms)Esle

Vslrwcs

where w _ (=eoB./m.) is the cyclotron frequency and A = B /B..
CS S U S P Km

Solving the each components of velocity we yield

Vslr

Vsl6

. , 2 2
V i = »• (e /m A) 1 -TOJO) AE , + w AE , + too
siz s' s cs sir cs slo c£

where A = ju(u)^_ -w2 + u 2 A2) .
C S OS

By adding the convectivs current density e V N to the
s s s

displacement current density in vacuum, we nay define the

dielectric tensor e

_ C 4 L

Using eqs.(3) and (4), we have
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£ =

. 2
J ps cs

toQ

2
jw oi AJ ps cs

0)Q

1-

wQ

oo2Q

2 2

(02Q
1-

u 2 Q

(5)

where and Q = to2 - w2 + u 2 A2

Co CS

Here, e has the symmetry as E
r9 ~e6r' e6z ez9 a n d

-e , and is hermitian matrix. Although the poloidal magnetic

field is smaller than toroidal one, the factor (w^_A -u> ),
CS

which is contained in e e e, plays an important role on the

working frequency range.

§3. Characteristics and equipotential curves

In anisotropic plasma, perturbation from a localized rf

source may propagate along a certain direction. Though, for

simplicity, the cylindrical coordinates is used, the generali-

zation to the pseudo-toroidal coordinates is straightforward.

We use the divergence equation with the electrostatic approxi-

mation and assume that the plasma parameter is homogeneous

along z-direction:

V-(eQe • E) = 0

E = - V ( <f> (r: 6) e
jk,,z (6)
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Substituting the dielectric tensor into eq.(6) the divergence

equation becomes

2, e 2
err—2 + 5 5~

3r r 3r39 r Se'2

3eOr

39 " rz zr

(7)
3e99

r 39 J "v z9 fc92
J

zz

From eq.(7) we obtain the characteristics which coincide with

equipotential curves approximately,

eer..(dr) (de) + fee (dr)2 =

Due to e _ = -e_ in eq.(5) the above equation is reduced to

± ( e / ) 1 / 2 O)

Bq.(7) represents hyperbolic or elliptic type in accordance

with the sign of {-e / e Q Q ) . In the periphery of plasma, eq.

(7) is reduced to elliptic type and leads to an equipotential

curves concentric about the localized source. The potential

originated from the localized source decreases up to the

hyperbolic-elliptic intersurface and then becomes constant

along the characteristic in the hyperbolic region.

Because the intersurface of hyperbolic-elliptic region
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is given by eee = 0, it shows from eq.(9) that the charac-

teristics are directed to the radial direction on its

intersurface. While, on the hybrid resonance layer e = 0 ,

the characteristics are parallel to the direction of poloidal

field.

§4. Numerical analysis of the characteristics

In the numerical calculation of the characteristics, we

used cartesian coordinates. The wave frequency in the vicinity

of LH resonance is chosen as w . << u « a . When there are
ci ce

impurities having mass M. and concentration ratio C. and

charge Z.e in plasma, ion density n. is equal to n /(1+EC.Z.)^

Therefore, the characteristic equation (A3) in Appendix and

the components of dielectric tensor are as follows:

dy _ _ (S-G) sinycosy ± /-SG
d x Scos2y + Gsin2Scos2y + Gsin2y

where

2 • 2
G = Scos 6 + Psin 9 ,

w 1 + M.EC.zir/M.

F
m w 2 1 + M.EC.zir/M.

pe ce Mt u2 1 + zc__z__

P i l - (Upe/(D
2) .

This differential equation was solved numerically as functions

of B., I , n , C. and a> by Runge-Kutta-Gille method. Here, 6
t p e 3
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is referred to the angle between z-axis and the composition

of B and B., while y is the angle between B and y-axis.

That is

sine = B /(B2 + B J ) 1 / 2 ^ A ,
P P t

tany = y/x ,

where an origin of x-and y-coordinates is the center of the

plasma. The electron density n (r) , and the plasma current

density J(r), are assumed that

ne(r) = ne(0)(l - r
2/a 2), j(r) = J{0)(1 - r

2/a 2),

and r = (x
2 + y 2 ) 1 / 2 ,

where a is the plasma radius, and n (Q) , J"(Q) are the values

at the center of plasma. Therefore, B is written by

Vr) =

while B. is

Bfc = R'B0/(x + R) ,

where R1 is the major radius of toroidal coils system, R is

the major radius of the torus, and B is the toroidal magnetic

field strength at the center R'. Here, we ignored the

vertical and the horizontal magnetic fields. The calculations

are carried out by using the following parameters of JIPP
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electron density, n (o) ~ 10 cm

plasma radius, a = 17 cm

major radius of the torus, R = 91 cm

major radius of toroidal coils, R = 95 cm
2

maximum toroidal magnetic field, B = 3.0 wb/m .

The impurity in plasma is assumed to be oxygen having Z = 8.

The initial points in Runge-Kutta-Gille-method were taken to

be x(cm) = 15 cos (7rn/6) and y (cm) = 15 sin(irn/6), where n =

0 ^ 11 and the characteristics were computed inwards and

outwards from the initial points.

For clarity, only one group of characteristics is shown in

Figs.1-7. The others can be obtained easily by symmetric

property with respect to x-uxis. In figures the characteristics

as the solid curve are plotted as a function of radial

position r for the various plasma parameters. For reference,

we also show the LH resonance layer as the dotted curve. At

the constant frequency of 805 MHz, the plasma parameters are

given in figures, where N is the peak density, J the plasma

current, BT the toroidal magnetic field and IM the concentra-

tion of impurity. As shown in Figs.1-3, when the electron

density increases to a certain value LH resonant layer appears

and then enlarges to the outer region. Firstly, the charac-

teristic starts in the radial direction from the vicinity of

the periphery, and rotates in a spiral form several times

around the magnetic axis and tends to be parallel to the

poloidal field, and finally reaches LH resonant layer. In

Fig.2 there are some characteristics which terminate in the

center of plasma without access to the LH layer. Even ktl = 0,
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4) 2which can not satisfy the accessibility criterion N,, > 1 +

2 ?

u /u* , the waves would be propagated into the plasma core

in the presence of an accessibility cordition for poloidal

direction. Since the electric field is given by -Vty, rf

electric field in the weaker toroidal field of outer side of

torus is larger than that in the region of the stronger field

of inner side as shown in Figs.2 - 6. With increasing the

electron density the traces of characteristics and LH layer

shift slightly outwards. It is seen that on the LH resonant

layer all the characteristics which start at the intersurface

of hyperbolic-elliptic region do not terminate uniformly in

space but concentrate at the lower (or upper) part on LH layer.

If we assume that a plasma is homogeneous and the toroidal and

poloidal magnetic fields are uniform and krl = 0, then the

longitudinal dielectric constant £„(= k.-e-k,) is equal to

nd is zero from the dispersion relation. By

using the group velocity in electrostatic approximation, which

is given by V = -Oe./Sk,) _ /Oe0/3oi) we obtain the
_g x, — £ e£

ratio V ^ A _ = ~VVYM/
Vvhtl T'nen.- the group velocity is

perpendicular to the phase velocity. Since tiiis electrostatic

wave is backward, the phase velocity which is parallel to the

rf electric field travels outwards. Therefore the energy of

the wave flows along the characteristic. In most calculations

the safety factor g of the plasma current is taken to be 1.91

at surface. When the plasma current decreases by two times as

shown in Figs.6 and 7, the beginning of characteristic dis-

places inwards and the curves reach rapidly LH resonant layer.

As shown in Fig.8 it is observed that the location of the LH
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resonant layer moves inwards with increasing impurities, until

LH resonant layer disappears.

§5. Discussion and Conclusion

In a toroidal plasma with shear magnetic field, a dielec-

tric tensor is calculated and the characteristic of the field

of an electromagnetic wave in cold toroidal plasma is discussed

and computed numerically. The characteristic begins towards

the radial direction at eQQ = 0 and rotates in a spiral form

around the center of plasna, and reaches lower or upper parts

on LH resonant layer along the poloidal magnetic field. It

is found that the electric fields in a region of weaker

toroidal field become rather higher than that in stronger

region. It is confirmed that when the plasma current decreciSes,.

the beginning of characteristic shifts inwards and the curves

reach rapidly LH resonant layer. We also examined the effect

of impuri-i-i of fully ionized oxygen contained in plasma. Even

if percc ntages of impurity is small the location of LH

resonant layer and characteristics are sufficiently changed.

Arkhipenko et al. showed that the maximum absorption

of wave occurred at the region of weaker toroidal magnetic

field and the node point was created there. In our case,

however, the terminal points concentrate at the lower or upper

parts of LH layer. Not only at these singularities but also

at the stronger electric field near the region of weaker

toroidal field, the transformation of electromagnetic waves

into plasma waves will occur. In a hot plasma, the above

electrostatic wave is converted into the plasma wave which
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propagates outwards. At the turning point which

depends strongly on T. and N,,, hut slightly on T , the heating

of plasma is expected. Therefore, the turning points are

shifted outwards from location of the singularities expected

in cold plasma theory and attractive heating zone shapes the

concentric form by the presence of the magnetic surface.

Finally, we emphasized that when there may be accessibility

condition for poloidal direction, the electromagnetic waves

enter to the plasma core even if k,, = 0.

The calculations of this work were made by HIT.AC 8500

computer of Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University.
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Appendix

The dielectric tensor in coordinates (x1 , y1, z'),

where the magnetic field is applied along z"-axis is well

known as

rJ -jD 0 "

jD S 0

. 0 0 P

where S, D, P are given in ref.2. Firstly, the transformation

of coordinates is performed by rotating around x'-axis by the

angle of 6, and then the dielectric tensor in coordinates

(x1, y", z) can be obtained. Secondly, the sama transformation

is carried out by rotating around z-axis by the angle of y.

where

1

0

0

0

cos8

-sin9

0

sine

cose

U-, =

cosy siny 0

-siny cosy 0

0 0 1

= 1

The dielectric components are as follows:

e = Scos2
Y + Gsin

2y ,

= -Ssinycosy - jDcosS + Gsinycosy ,

= jDsinecosy + (P-S)sinecosesiny ,

f = -Ssinycosy + jDcosS + Gsinycosy ,yx

xx

xz
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e y y = Ssin
2y + Gcos2y ,

e = -jDsinGsiny + (P-S)sin6cos6cosY ,

e = -jDsinSsiny + (P-S)sinGcosGcosy ,

e = jDsin6sinY + (P-S)sinGcosGcosy ,

e = Ssin29 + Pcos 6 ,

(Al)

where G = Scos 6 + Psin^G.

The divergence equation

V*(eo|«E) = 0,

E = - V(<j>(x,y)ejkl'z) ,

is reduced to

34

3x 3y yz zy'

(A2)

!Z -) - 0 .

From eq.(A2) the characteristics are determined by

-,,, -a — /a -e edy _ xx yy
dx

xx

where

e +e )/2 = -Ssinycosy + Gsinycosy

Substituting the dielectric constant (Al), we have
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dy _ _ (S-G) sinycosy^ /-SG
dx ~ 2 2

Scos y + Gsin y
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Figure -Captions

Fig.l The characteristics of electrostatic wave near the

LH resonance. For clarity, only one family of the

characteristics is drawn. The center of major

radius is at the left side of the circle that is

the plasma-vacuum boundary. In this figure there

is no LH resonance layer.

Fig.2 The characteristics of electrostatic wave neat the

LH resonance. The characteristics started from A,

B and C are not attain to LH layer but to the center

of plasma. LH layer is drawn as the dotted curve.

Fig.3 The characteristics of electrostatic wave near the

LH resonance. All the characteristics started from

the,outer region can not reach the LH layer in the

region of the weaker toroidal magnetic field.

Fig.4 The characteristics of electrostatic wave near the

LH resonance. In comparison with Figs.1-3, the

toroidal field and the plasma current are increased

by two times. LH layer becomes circle-like.

Fig.5 The characteristics of electrostatic wave near the

LH resonance.

Fig.6 The characteristics of electrostatic wave near the

LH resonance. The electron density is increased

in comparison with that in Fig.5.

Fig.7 The characteristics of electrostatic wave for smaller

plasma current (larger safety factor) than that in

Fig.6.
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Fig.8 The characteristics of electrostatic wave in a plasma

+8
with impurity of 0 . The other parameters are

the same as one in Fig.5.
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